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Abstract—Declarative spectrum management through policy-
based dynamic spectrum access has garnered significant attention
recently. Policy-based spectrum access decouples spectrum access
policies from the radio platform. In policy-based spectrum access,
a reasoning engine called the policy reasoner plays a critical
role. The policy reasoner assists in policy enforcement and
carries out a number of tasks related to policy analysis and
processing. One of the most important tasks performed by the
policy reasoner is evaluating transmission requests in the context
of the currently active set of policies. This paper describes
the design and implementation of a novel policy reasoner. The
proposed policy reasoner uses multi-terminal binary decision
diagrams (MTBDDs) to represent, interpret, and process poli-
cies. It uses a set of efficient graph-theoretic algorithms to
translate policies into MTBDDs, merge policies into a single
meta-policy, and compute opportunity constraints. In this paper,
we demonstrate that policies can be processed efficiently by
reframing the policy reasoning problem as a graph-based Boolean
function manipulation problem. The proposed policy reasoner
has the capability to respond to either under-specified or invalid
transmission requests (sent by the system strategy reasoner) by
returning a set of opportunity constraints that prescribes how
the transmission parameters should be modified in order to
make them conform to the policies. We propose three different
algorithms for computing the opportunity constraints. The first
algorithm computes opportunity constraints for under-specified
transmission requests and its complexity is proportional to the
number of variables in the meta-policy BDD. The second and
third algorithms compute opportunity constraints for invalid
transmission requests and their complexities are proportional to
the number of variables and the size of the meta-policy BDD,
respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

In current radios, regulators define static spectrum policies
for application-specific radios and the manufacturers must
embed these policies into their radios as part of their firmware.
These radios would need to be certified before sale to ensure
that they are policy conformant. This approach has a number
of shortcomings. In such radios, the policies and the radio plat-
form are inseparable and any change in the policies requires
reimplementation and reaccreditation of the radio.

In order to fully reap the potential benefits of dynamic
spectrum access (DSA), radios need to be able to cope with
evolving spectrum access policies and constantly changing
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application requirements [15]. Policy-based spectrum access
addresses these challenges by decoupling the policies from
device-specific implementations and optimizations. In addition
to facilitating dynamic policy changes, policy-based spectrum
access reduces certification effort, increases the cognitive
radio’s ability to adapt its behavior to rapidly changing spec-
trum availability conditions, and enables extensible DSA with
respect to enabling the radios to be regulated by flexible and
expressive regulatory policies [20].

The cognitive radio architecture developed under the aus-
pices of DARPA’s neXt Generation (XG) communication pro-
gram [4] adopts a policy-based radio framework that enables
the radios to dynamically load policies without the need to
recompile any software on the radio. This ability enables
radios to quickly adapt to rapidly changing situations. Each
XG radio is equipped with a set of Policy Conformance
Components (PCCs) that is responsible for ensuring that the
radio’s behavior conforms to the currently active policies and
does not cause harmful interference [17]. The policy reasoner
(PR) is the main inference component of the PCCs. The system
strategy reasoner (SSR) is the component that controls the
hardware, gathers sensory information, formulates transmis-
sion strategies, and acts as an interface for transmitting and
receiving signals. The SSR interacts with the PR to determine
the available spectrum access opportunities that conform to
the currently active set of policies. Specifically, the SSR
formulates a transmission strategy, based on collected sensory
information and its current state, and sends this information to
the PR in the form of a transmission request. The PR evaluates
the transmission request against the policies to verify whether
the transmission strategy conforms to the policies. If some of
the configuration states in the transmission request are under
specified—which renders the transmission request invalid—
then the PR computes the missing parameters and returns them
to the SSR along with a transmission denial message. The
missing parameters computed by the PR are referred to as
opportunity constraints. We provide more details on how the
PR and the SSR interact in Subsection II-A.

The core reasoning problem in the policy-based cognitive
radio is to infer from a given set of policies and a set of
transmission strategies of a transmission request, whether a
transmission request is valid or invalid; in addition, if the



latter is true, determine the opportunity constraints. Efforts to
solve this problem are ongoing. In [20], the authors propose
a strategy of using a combination of reasoning techniques
that includes forward reasoning, partial evaluation, backward
chaining, conditional equational rewriting, and constraint prop-
agation. We propose to tackle the problem by proposing a
novel method for processing and reasoning about policies and
transmission requests.

In this paper, we propose a new policy reasoner—named
BRESAP (Binary decision diagram-based REasoner for Spec-
trum Access Policies)—that utilizes Multi Terminal Binary
Decision Diagrams (MTBDDs) to carry out policy reasoning.
It uses a set of efficient graph-theoretic algorithms to translate
policies into MTBDDs, merge policies into a single meta-
policy, and compute opportunity constraints. We demonstrate
that policies can be processed efficiently by reframing the
policy reasoning problem as a graph-based Boolean function
manipulation problem. The proposed policy reasoner employs
three graph-based algorithms to compute opportunity con-
straints for under-specified or invalid transmission requests.
The first algorithm computes opportunity constraints for under-
specified transmission requests and its complexity is propor-
tional to the number of variables in the meta-policy BDD. The
second and third algorithms compute opportunity constraints
for invalid transmission requests and their complexities are
proportional to the number of variables and the size of the
meta-policy BDD, respectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We provide
technical background knowledge in Section II. In Section III,
we describe the architecture of BRESAP. Section IV provides
details on the reasoning algorithms that are used in the policy
reasoner. In Section V, we provide results of the experimental
evaluation of the proposed policy reasoner. Section VI dis-
cusses related work and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

A. XG Radio Architecture

DARPA’s XG program is a technology development project
sponsored by its Strategic Technology Office, with the goal
of developing both the enabling technologies and system
concepts to dynamically redistribute allocated spectrum along
with novel waveforms [4]. In this subsection, we briefly
review the XG radio architecture. An XG radio has four main
components [8]:
• Sensors: An XG radio needs sensors to sense its environ-

ment and discover available spectrum.
• Radio Frequency (RF): The RF component of an XG

radio is used to transmit and receive various signals.
• System Strategy Reasoner (SSR): The SSR component

controls the hardware, gathers sensory information, for-
mulates transmission strategies, and acts as an interface
for transmitting and receiving signals. The SSR interacts
with the PR to determine the available spectrum opportu-
nities that conform to the policies. Specifically, the SSR
formulates a transmission strategy, based on collected

Fig. 1. XG radio architecture (from [8]).

sensory information and its current state, and sends this
information to the PR in the form of a transmission
request.

• Policy Reasoner (PR): The PR receives the transmission
requests generated by the SSR and evaluates them for
policy conformance. The result of the evaluation is re-
turned to the SSR as a transmission reply along with a
set of opportunity constraints, if applicable.

These components are shown in Figure 1. A more detailed
description of the XG architecture can be found in [4], [8].

B. Policy Representation and MTBDDs

A Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) is a data structure that is
used to represent a Boolean function [2]. A Boolean function
can be represented as a rooted, directed, and acyclic graph,
which consists of decision nodes and two terminal nodes
called the 0-terminal and the 1-terminal that each has zero
out-degree. Each decision node, u, is labeled by a Boolean
variable, var(u), and has two child nodes called a low child,
low(u) and a high child, high(u). An edge from a node to
a low (high) child represents an assignment of the variable to
0 (1). In a figurative representation of a BDD, an edge to a
low child is represented using a dotted line whereas an edge
to a high child is represented using a solid line. Such a BDD
is called an ordered BDD if different variables appear in the
same order on all paths from the root. A BDD is said to be
reduced if the following two rules have been applied to its
graph:

• uniqueness: no two distinct nodes u and v have the same
variable name and the same low- and high-successors,
i.e., low(u) = low(v), high(u) = high(v), and
var(u) = var(v) implies that u = v.

• no variable node u has identical low- and high- succes-
sors, i.e., high(u) 6= low(u).

In popular usage, the term BDD almost always refers to
Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (ROBDD). The
advantage of an ROBDD is that it is unique for a particular
functionality. The size of the BDD is determined both by the
function being represented and the chosen ordering of the
variables.



Multi terminal BDDs [10] (a.k.a. algebraic decision dia-
grams) extend BDDs such that they can represent functions of
an arbitrary range, while their domain is still a multidimen-
sional Boolean space, i.e., an MTBDD provides a compact
representation of functions of the form P : Bn → E, which
maps bit vectors over a set of variables, Bn, to a finite set of
results E. So the structure of an MTBDD is the same as a
BDD with the difference that MTBDDs have more than two
terminal nodes.

BRESAP processes MTBDDs with three terminal nodes.
We use the following explicit representation of MTBDDs.
Nodes will be represented as numbers 0, 1, 2, . . ., with 0, 1 and
2 reserved for the terminal nodes N , Y and NA, respectively.
The variables in the ordering x0 < x1 < . . . < xn−1 are
represented by their indices 0, 1, 2, . . ., n− 1. The MTBDD
is stored in a table T : u→ (i, l, h) which maps a node u to
its three attributes var(u) = i, low(u) = l and high(u) = h.

MTBDDs have been proven to be a simple and an efficient
representation method for policies written in XML (Extended
Markup Language). All the operators in the fine-grained
algebra that our policy reasoner employs can be mapped to
efficient operations on the underlying MTBDD.

TABLE I
POLICY REPRESENTATION METHODS

Scalability Tools Policy Conflict
Merging Analysis

Alloy poor limited NA simple
LPS NA NA NA complex
AOG good NA weak complex
RMM NA no NA NA
VDM poor powerful powerful NA

DNF/CNF poor NA NA NA
MTBDD good powerful powerful simple

In [9], the authors conducted a comparative analysis of the
various methods for representing XML policies. In Table 1,
we combine their results with our own analysis of the policy
representation techniques. Alloy is a declarative specification
language for expressing complex structural constraints and
behavior in a software system [12] and it provides a simple
structural modeling tool based on First Order Logic (FOL).
Alloy has several shortcomings such as the significant number
of variables in comparison to MTBDDs. Another policy rep-
resentation method is the Logic Programming System (LPS).
Unfortunately, LPS does not provide enough support for policy
conflict analysis, i.e., conflict analysis in LPS is complicated.
The And-Or Graph (AOG) is another policy representation
method. It requires less memory than MTBDDs, but it makes
policy merging and conflict resolution more difficult.

Another option for policy representation is the Role-based
access control Modal Model (RMM) [13]. However, this
method does not provide any tool support. The Vienna
Development Method (VDM) is one of the earliest formal
methods for developing computer-based systems [7]. However,
unlike MTBDDs, it does not scale well to large policies. The
similarity between policies and Boolean functions suggests
that policies may be encoded using either DNF (Disjunctive

Normal Form) or CNF (Conjunctive Normal Form). However,
a policy represented in either DNF or CNF may include
a number of clauses that is exponential to the number of
variables. In [9], authors claim that their experiments suggest
that DNF does not scale beyond all but the simplest policies.

C. XML Policy Algebra

To precisely describe the workings of BRESAP, we need
to formally define the notion of transmission requests and
spectrum access policies. Throughout the paper, we use the
terms transmission request and request interchangeably. Sup-
pose there exists a finite set of names, A. Each attribute,
characterizing an object in a policy, has a name, a, in A. In
spectrum access policies, these attributes include transmission
power level, frequency band, peak sensed power, location
and time. The formal definitions of transmission requests
and spectrum access policies are given in Definition 1 and
Definition 2, respectively. A spectrum access policy is defined
by the set of transmission requests that are permitted by the
policy and the set of transmission requests that are prohibited
by the policy. This simple notion will provide us with a precise
characterization of the meaning of policy integration in terms
of the sets of permitted and prohibited requests.

Definition 1: Let a1, a2, ..., ak represent a sequence of at-
tribute names and v1, v2, ..., vk represent a sequence of at-
tribute values, where vi is an attribute value of the attribute
ai. We define a transmission request as r = {(a1, v1), (a2, v2),
· · · , (ak, vk)}.

Definition 2: Let P be a 3-valued spectrum access policy.
We define the semantics of P as a 3-tuple 〈RPY , RPN , RPNA〉,
where RPY is the set of requests that is permitted, RPN is the set
of requests that is prohibited, and RPNA is the set of requests
that do not belong to either of the other two sets.

BRESAP utilizes the Fine-grained Integration Algebra
(FIA) proposed in [18]. We briefly explain this policy algebra
here. The FIA is given by 〈Σ, PY , PN ,+,&,¬,Πdc〉, where
Σ is a vocabulary of attribute names and their domains, PY
and PN are two policy constants, + and & are two binary
operators, and ¬ and Πdc are two unary operators.

We now describe the policy constants and operators in FIA.
In what follows, P1 and P2 denote two policies to be combined
and PI denotes the policy obtained from the combination.
Operators on policies are described as set operations.

• Permit Policy (PY ): It is a policy constant that permits
everything.

• Deny Policy (PN ): It is a policy constant that denies
everything.

• Addition (+): Addition of policies P1 and P2 results in a
combined policy PI in which requests that are permitted
by either P1 or P2 are permitted, requests that are denied
by one policy and is not permitted by the other are denied.

• Intersection (&): Given two policies P1 and P2 , the inter-
section operator returns a policy PI which is applicable
to all requests requests having the same decision from P1

and P2.



Fig. 2. Architecture of BRESAP.

• Negation (¬): Given a policy P , PI = ¬P returns a pol-
icy, which permits (denies) all requests denied (permitted)
by P . The negation operator does not affect those requests
that are not applicable to the policy.

• Domain projection (Πdc): The domain projection operator
takes as a parameter the domain constraint, dc, and
restricts a policy to the set of requests identified by dc.

III. BRESAP ARCHITECTURE

BRESAP consists of five different components: policy
converter, transmission request interpreter, policy merger,
reasoner, and policy preprocessor. Figure 2 illustrates the
architecture of our policy reasoner. In what follows, we will
describe these components and their functionalities.

A. Policy Converter

The Policy Converter converts the spectrum access poli-
cies that are written in Semantic Web Reasoning Language
(SWRL) into MTBDDs. As mentioned in Section II, we
can define policy P as a function P : R → E that is a
mapping from the domain of requests R onto the domain
of effects E, where E = {Y,N,NA}. Before a policy
can be transformed into a MTBDD, it has to be converted
into a Boolean expression (parsing). A Boolean expression
is composed of atomic Boolean expressions (AEs) combined
using the logical operations ∨ and ∧. We provide an example
below that explains how a policy is converted into a Boolean
expression.

Example 1. Consider the following spectrum access policy,
P1. P1: Allow transmission in [255 MHz, 328 MHz] or [2200
MHz, 2290 MHz] frequency bands, if the mode is “Day to
Day” or “Special Event” and the transmission power level is

less than 25 dBm. Deny transmission if the mode is “Day to
Day” and the time is between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.

We now map each policy constraint to an atomic Boolean
expression, AEi, represented by variable xi such that: xi = 0
if AEi is false; xi = 1 if AEi is true:
x0 : mode = Special Event
x1 : mode = Day to Day
x2 : TXpower < 25dBm
x3 : 11 < time < 14
x4 : 255MHz < frequency < 328MHz
x5 : 2200MHz < frequency < 2290MHz

Using the above Boolean encoding, policy P1 can be trans-
formed into the function P : Bn → E, which is a mapping
from a vector of Boolean variables, −→x = (x0, x1, ..., xn−1),
onto the finite set of effects, E = {Y,N,NA}, where n is the
number of unique atomic Boolean expressions in policy P1.

After Boolean encoding, the policy P1 is transformed into
the function:
P1(r) =

{
Y, if ((x0 ∨ x1) ∧ (x4 ∨ x5) ∧ x2)
N, if (x1 ∧ x3)

BRESAPs Boolean encoding method ensures that the re-
sulting Boolean representation of spectrum policies satisfies
the following property.

Fig. 3. The MTBDD representation of policy P1

Property 1: In a Boolean representation of a spectrum
access policy, all literals are positive, i.e., their complements
do not appear in the Boolean expression.

A straightforward Boolean representation of an arbitrary
cognitive radio policy may not satisfy Property 1. However,
BRESAP was designed to process policies represented as
Boolean expressions that satisfy this property. Hence any
representation of a policy first need to be translated into a
Boolean representation satisfying Property 1 before the PR
can begin processing the policies.

After a policy written in SWRL is converted into a Boolean
function, the Boolean function is converted into an MTBDD



[10]. The internal (or non-terminal) nodes represent variables
of the atomic Boolean expressions and the terminal nodes
represent values in the policy’s set of effects. Each complete
path in the MTBDD, from the root node to one of the terminal
nodes, represents one instance of assigning values to the
Boolean variables. In other words, the value of the Boolean
function, representing a given policy, can be determined for
a given variable assignment by following a path down the
MTBDD graph from the root node to one of the terminal
nodes. Any given transmission request, r, corresponds to one
of the paths. A complete transmission request would corre-
spond to a complete path and an under-specified transmission
request would correspond to an incomplete path.

Note that different orderings of the variables may result
in different MTBDD representations of different sizes. In this
paper, we use the variable ordering x0 < x1 < ... < xn−1. The
MTBDD of the policy P1 is shown in Figure 3. In the figure,
the dashed lines denote 0-edges (assignment of a Boolean
variable to 0) and solid lines denote 1-edges (assignment of a
Boolean variable to 1).

B. Transmission Request Interpreter

The PR assumes that the transmission request submitted
by the SSR is in the format prescribed by Definition 1. For
example, a request that conforms to policy P1 of the previ-
ous example may take the form {(frequency, v1), (mode, v2),
(power, v3), (time, v4)}. In order for the Reasoner component
of the PR to compute a response to a transmission request,
assignment of values to the Boolean variables of the meta-
policy’s MTBDD representation needs to be executed. A
meta-policy is the integration of all currently active policies.
The transmission request interpreter evaluates the transmission
request and assigns a value to each of the Boolean variables
of the meta-policy BDD based on the transmission request. In
other words, the Transmission Request Interpreter translates
each complete request to a complete path from the root node
(the node corresponding to the first variable in the variable
ordering) to one of the terminal nodes. An under-specified
request is translated as an incomplete path. An example is
provided below.

Example 2. Consider policy P1 and the following transmis-
sion request:
R1 = {(mode,DaytoDay), (power, 20dBm), (time, 6.00),
(frequency, 300MHz)}.
The Transmission Request Interpreter assigns values to the
Boolean variables as follows: x0 = 0, x1 = 1, x2 = 1, x3 =
0, x4 = 1, x5 = 0. The path corresponding to this request is
shown in Figure 3 with bold blue lines. It can be seen that
the response to this request is Yes (i.e., transmission request
permitted).

C. Policy Merger

The Policy Merger combines all of the MTBDDs that the
policy converter has generated (these represent the set of active
policies) to build a single meta-policy MTBDD. All of the
binary and unary FIA operations on policies can be performed

Fig. 4. The path corresponding to a transmission request.

on the corresponding MTBDD representations using equiva-
lent graph-theoretic operations. Many efficient operations for
manipulating data in MTBDDs have been proposed in the
literature. In this paper, we use the Apply operation [10] to
perform the FIA binary operations {+,−,&} and the Not
operation [18] to perform the FIA unary negation operation
¬.

The Apply operation combines two MTBDDs by using a
specific binary arithmetic operation. The Apply operation tra-
verses each of the MTBDDs simultaneously starting from the
root node down towards the terminal nodes. When the terminal
nodes of the MTBDDs are reached, the binary arithmetic
operation is applied to the terminal nodes of the two MTBDDs
to obtain a terminal node for the resulting combined MTBDD.
A variable ordering needs to be specified in order to execute
the Apply operation. The following two equations show how
Apply combines decision nodes (assuming that xi < xj in the
variable ordering):

Apply(Node(xi, low1, high1), Node(xi, low2, high2))
= Node(xi, Apply(low1, low2), Apply(high1, high2) (1)

Apply(Node(xi, low1, high1), Node(xj , low2, high2))
= Node(xi, Apply(low1, Node(xj , low2, high2)),

Apply(high1, Node(xj , low2, high2)) (2)

Equation (1) is used for combining two decision nodes with
the same variable, while equation (2) is used for combining
two decision nodes with different variables.

The Reasoner module of our policy reasoner uses the meta-
policy MTBDD that the Policy Merger has created to carry
out policy reasoning. Once the meta-policy MTBDD has been
created, determining a transmission reply in response to a
transmission request is straightforward. The Reasoner simply



determines the transmission reply by traversing the path in
the meta-policy MTBDD dictated by the transmission request.
If this transmission request is a “complete” request, then it
will dictate a complete path from the root node to one of the
terminal nodes—viz, Y , N , or NA node. If the path ends at
the Y node, the transmission request is granted permission; if
the path ends at either the N or NA node, the transmission
request is denied.

The Policy Merger in our policy reasoner uses a pre-defined
rule for resolving policy conflicts. Our current implementation
uses the deny override rule to resolve conflicts. A conflict
occurs when the respective responses of two different policies
to a single request are different. Deny override rule denies
a request if the request is denied by any of the currently
active policies. For instance, suppose that the path specified
by a request ends at the N terminal node of a given policy
MTBDD. Also, suppose that this MTBDD is merged with
other MTBDDs to form the meta-policy MTBDD. In this
case, the path specified by the same request in the meta-policy
MTBDD will also end at the N terminal node of the meta-
policy MTBDD.

When merging multiple policies into one policy, the NA
terminal node plays an important role in certain instances. For
example, suppose a policy permits a transmission request and a
second policy neither prohibits nor permits the same request.
After merging the two policies, the correct response to the
request is a “Yes” according to the merged policy. However,
if the second policy prohibits the transmission request, then
the correct response specified by the merged policy is a “No”.
We need to separate these two cases. In other words, we
need to include the NA terminal node in a MTBDD to
correctly represent a policy that neither prohibits nor permits
a given request. However, it should be noted that there is
no difference between the N and NA terminal nodes in the
meta-policy MTBDD because all transmission requests whose
corresponding paths terminate at either the N or NA node are
denied by the Reasoner module. Therefore, we can simply treat
the meta-policy MTBDD as a BDD with two terminal nodes
(viz Y and N nodes) by combining the N and NA nodes into
a single N node. This means that we can use a BDD instead
of a MTBDD to represent a meta-policy. The use of a BDD
as opposed to a MTBDD is advantageous because it enables
us to decrease the size of the meta-policy representation (i.e.,
smaller number of nodes) and makes available a number of
graph-theoretic algorithms that work only on BDDs.

D. The Reasoner

To compute a transmission reply in response to a trans-
mission request, the Reasoner uses the meta-policy BDD and
the Boolean interpretation of the transmission request. The
Reasoner sends one of the following responses to the SSR:
• Yes: This response is given to a valid transmission

request. The transmission is allowed. The SSR cannot
transmit unless it receives such a message.

• No, invalid TX request: This response is given to
an invalid transmission request. The transmission is not

allowed, but if the SSR applies a set of appropriate
changes to its transmission request, the transmission
will be allowed. These changes are called opportunity
constraints.

• No, under-specified TX request: This response is given
to an under-specified transmission request. The transmis-
sion request is incomplete, but will be allowed if the
SSR applies the appropriate opportunity constraints to its
transmission request.

If a transmission request is under-specified, the Reasoner
simplifies the meta-policy BDD by using the RESTRICT
algorithm [2] and the values assigned to the AEs specified by
the transmission request. RESTRICT(u, j, b) searches for all
nodes in the BDD u whose variable value is j and replaces
them by their low- or high-child depending on the Boolean
value of b. In other words, a node specified by variable j
is replaced by a high-child (low-child) if b = 1 (b = 0).
After simplifying the meta-policy BDD using the RESTRICT
algorithm, the Reasoner uses the FindPath algorithm to find
the opportunity constraints such that if the SSR satisfies
the constraints in its transmission request, its transmission
request will be permitted by the policy reasoner. The FindPath
algorithm is explained in the next section.

When a transmission request is invalid, the path specified
by the request ends at the N terminal node of the meta-
policy BDD. In such a case, the Reasoner needs to compute
the correct opportunity constraints by employing the following
procedure: (1) Gradually backtrack from the N terminal node
upwards (towards the root node) until an intermediate node is
reached from where a path to the Y node exists; (2) A new
path that terminates at the Y node is created by finding a path
from the intermediate node to the Y node while keeping the
path from the root node to the intermediate node unchanged.
The Boolean variables and their values represented by this
new path constitute the opportunity constraints. There are
several performance issues that need to be considered when
determining the new path. We provide more details on how to
determine the new path in the next section.

E. Policy Preprocessor

When merging two BDDs into one BDD, we need to
analyze the Boolean expressions represented by the nodes
of each BDD prior to merging. Without such analysis, the
resulting BDD after merging may contain nodes that represent
illogical policy constraints. Such nodes in the meta-policy
BDD can cause the Reasoner module to compute illogical
opportunity constraints. For example, consider the following
two policies:
• P1: Allow transmission only in frequency band [233

MHz, 235 MHz].
• P2: Allow transmission only in frequency band [250

MHz, 255 MHz].
Suppose we assign the Boolean variables, X1 and X2, to the
frequency bands [233 MHz, 235 MHz] and [250 MHz, 255
MHz], respectively. The BDD representations of X1, X2, and
X1&X2 are shown in Figure 5.



Fig. 5. BDD representations for P1, P2 and their combination.

Suppose that the BDD representation of X1&X2 represents
the meta-policy BDD. In this case, the Reasoner would com-
pute the opportunity constraint represented by the path to the
Y terminal node—viz, X1 = 1 and X2 = 1. It is obvious
that this opportunity constraint is illogical, because the trans-
mission frequency cannot be in both bands simultaneously.

To solve the problem of illogical opportunity constraints,
we need to use the Policy Preprocessor module to eliminate
illogical paths. One possible approach for addressing this
problem is proposed in [1]. In this approach, the Policy
Preprocessor generates a set of rules that is applied to the
meta-policy BDD to discard illogical paths. For instance, in
the previous example, the Policy Preprocessor would generate
the rule: “Either X1 or X2 can be true but not both.”.
Then the Policy Converter converts this rule to a BDD. The
Policy Merger merges this BDD with policy MTBDDS so
that all of the illogical paths end at the N terminal node
in the meta-policy BDD. However, there is a caveat: The
preprocessor proposed in [1] can only remove illogical paths
that consist of linear policy constraints and cannot handle
nonlinear constraints. Note that nonlinear constraints exist in
spectrum access policies. As part of our future work, we plan
to investigate policy preprocessing algorithms that can remove
illogical paths that include nonlinear constraints.

IV. THE REASONING ALGORITHMS

We have devised three different algorithms that are used by
the Reasoner module for computing opportunity constraints.
These algorithms are: the FindPath algorithm for computing
opportunity constraints for an under-specified transmission
request, the GreedyPath algorithm that computes suboptimal
opportunity constraints for an invalid transmission request, and
the MinCostPath algorithm that computes optimal opportunity
constraints for an invalid transmission request.

A. FindPath Algorithm

The FindPath algorithm utilizes the observation that in
BDDs, if a given node is not the N terminal node, it has

at least one path leading to the Y terminal node. A pseudo-
code of the FindPath algorithm is given below. In this pseudo-
code, terminal nodes are represented by N and Y . Also,
high(t) and low(t) represent high-child and low-child of node
t, respectively. The FindPath algorithm finds a path that
terminates at the Y terminal node and stores this path in the
array Path.

Algorithm 1 FindPath Algorithm
Input: BDD, start node
Output: Path

1: FindPath(t)
2: Add node t to array Path
3: if (high(t) = Y or low(t) = Y ) then
4: return True
5: else if (low(t) = N ) then
6: return FindPath(high(t))
7: else
8: return FindPath(low(t))
9: end if

To find a path from the root node to the Y terminal node,
we apply FindPath algorithm to the root node. The FindPath
algorithm traverses a BDD from top to bottom, one level at
a time, recursively. Hence, the number of recursive calls to
the algorithm is at most n and the algorithm’s complexity is
O(n), where n is the height of the BDD. Note that n is also
equal to the number of variables in the BDD. This algorithm is
guaranteed to find a path from the root node to the Y terminal
node, if such a path exists.

B. GreedyPath Algorithm

The GreedyPath algorithm finds a suboptimal path that
leads to the Y terminal node. In the context of opportunity
constraints, optimality refers to minimum changes to the
original transmission request that is provided by the SSR. The
GreedyPath algorithm does not guarantee an optimal solution,
but many of its output paths are optimal.

Suppose that the path that ends in the N terminal node has
length m and is stored in the array p[0], . . . , p[m−1], i.e., p[0]
is the root node, p[m−1] is the N terminal node and the other
elements of p represent the other nodes along the path. Also,
assume that 〈xi〉 is a value assigned to the Boolean variable
xi by the Transmission Request Interpreter during the process
of evaluating a transmission request. The notations high(t),
low(t), and var(t) represent the high-child, the low-child and
the variable of node t, respectively. The GreedyPath algorithm
finds a suboptimal path that leads to the Y terminal node and
stores the new path in the array Path. The policy reasoner
returns this array to the SSR as a set of opportunity constraints.
The pseudo-code for the GreedyPath algorithm is given below.

Like the FindPath algorithm, the GreedyPath algorithm
traverses a BDD from the top to the bottom, one level at a time,
recursively. However, unlike FindPath, we apply GreedyPath
to a node that is directly connected to the N terminal node
by an edge (i.e., node stored in p[m− 2]). Starting from this



Algorithm 2 GreedyPath Algorithm
Input: BDD, p, 〈xi〉
Output: Path

GreedyPath (t)
2: Add node t to Path

if (high(t) = Y or low(t) = Y ) then
4: return True

else if 〈xvar(t)〉 = 0 then
6: if (low(t) = N ) then

return GreedyPath (high(t))
8: else

return GreedyPath (low(t))
10: end if

else if (high(t) = N ) then
12: return GreedyPath (low(t))

else
14: return GreedyPath (high(t))

end if

node, GreedyPath finds a path towards the Y terminal node
such that the value of each Boolean variable in the path is
the same as its value assigned by the Transmission Request
Interpreter unless this assigned value leads to the N terminal
node.

The number of recursive calls to the GreedyPath algorithm
is at most n and the algorithm’s complexity is O(n), where n
is the height of the BDD. The number of variables is also n.

C. MinCostPath Algorithm

The MinCostPath algorithm is used by the Reasoner when it
needs to compute optimal opportunity constraints in response
to an invalid transmission request sent by the System Strategy
Reasoner. The definition of optimality is described in the
previous subsection. Unlike the GreedyPath algorithm, the
MinCostPath algorithm is guaranteed to find an optimal path
from the root node to the Y terminal node. The MinCostPath
algorithm finds an optimal opportunity constraint by solving
the following problem:

Problem 1: Suppose that X = (x1, . . . , xn) is a sequence
of BDD variables and that each variable, xi, is associated with
a constant non-negative cost ci. In the BDD, find a path from
the root node to the Y -terminal node such that the cost sum,
α1c1 + . . .+αncn, is minimized, where αi denotes a Boolean
value assigned to xi.

By solving the above problem, MinCostPath can be used
to compute the opportunity constraints that are optimal in the
context of the following cases:
• Case 1. Suppose that the parameters of a transmission

request are not weighted. In this case, the Reasoner
assigns a unitflip cost to each of the variables in the
meta-policy BDD, i.e. the cost of flipping each Boolean
variable xi is equal to one. Using the MinCostPath
algorithm, the Reasoner computes a set of opportunity
constraints by finding a path to the Y -node with a
minimum cost sum. This path minimizes the number

of changes to the variable assignment made by the
Transmission Request Interpreter. Hence, as a result, the
number of transmission parameter changes prescribed by
the computed opportunity constraints is minimized. If we
assume that the parameters included in the transmission
request were optimized by the System Strategy Reasoner
to meet some performance criteria, it is obvious that it is
advantageous to make as few changes to those parameters
as possible.

• Case 2. Suppose that the SSR assigns a non-negative
changing cost to each of the transmission parameters
based on a pre-defined criterion such as the difficulty
of changing a parameter or its importance. For example,
the SSR may assign a greater changing cost to the trans-
mission power level compared to the modulation method
because of its greater effect on network performance.
The reasoner assigns a flip cost value to each variable in
the meta-policy BDD that is equal to the changing cost
assigned to the corresponding transmission parameter.
Using the MinCostPath algorithm, the Reasoner computes
a set of opportunity constraints by finding a path to
the Y -node with a minimum cost sum. The resulting
path is found by making preferential changes to the
variable assignment made by the Transmission Request
Interpreter—i.e., making preferential changes to variable
assignments in which changing the variables have less
cost whenever possible. Using this strategy, the Reasoner
can compute a set of opportunity constraints that pre-
scribes changes to the transmission parameters which take
into account their weighted importance.

In the MinCostPath algorithm, we assume that the variable
ordering is x1 < . . . < xn and the nodes are numbered from
the bottom of the BDD, i.e., if var(x) represents the Boolean
variable of node x then var(i) > var(j)⇒ i < j. We define
Size(B) as the number of nodes in BDD B. We define the
following arrays used in the algorithm:
• c[i]= The flip cost of the Boolean variable xi.
• MC[i]= The minimum cost sum of any path between

node i and the Y terminal node.
• Path[i]= The Boolean value for variable of node i such

that the cost sum of the path that the node is on is
minimized.

• 〈xi〉 = The value assigned to the Boolean variable xi by
the Transmission Request Interpreter during the process
of evaluating a transmission request.

The pseudo-code of the algorithm is given below. In the
algorithm, we set MC[0] = +∞—this prevents the algorithm
from outputting a path that terminates at the N -node (node
0).

The correctness of this algorithm can be proved by using
strong induction.

Proof: Suppose that APi denotes the set of all paths
between node i and the Y terminal node. We define three
functions R(i), t(u) and C(u, v) as follows:

R(i) = min
p
{cost(p)|p ∈ APi}



Algorithm 3 MinCostPath Algorithm
Input: BDD, c[i]
Output: Path

MC[0] = +∞
MC[1] = 0

3: for i = 2 to Size(B)− 1 do
l = low(i)
h = high(i)

6: v = var(i)
if 〈xv〉 = 0 then

if (MC[l] ≤MC[h] + c[v]) then
9: MC[i] = MC[l]

Path[i] = 0
else

12: MC[i] = MC[h] + c[v]
Path[i] = 1

end if
15: else

if (MC[h] ≤MC[l] + c[v]) then
MC[i] = MC[h]

18: Path[i] = 1
else

MC[i] = MC[l] + c[v]
21: Path[i] = 0

end if
end if

24: end for

t(u) =
{
high(u) if 〈xvar(u)〉 = 0
low(u) if 〈xvar(u)〉 = 1

C(u, v) =
{
c[var(u)] for v = t(u)
0 otherwise

Because all paths from node i to terminal nodes passes
through low(i) or high(i), we can define a recursive definition
for R(i):

R(i) = min
child(i)

{R(child(i)) + C(i, child(i))} (3)

where child(i) ∈ {high(i), low(i)}. We want to prove
MC[i] = R(i) by strong induction on i. We define R(0) =
MC[0] = +∞ and R(1) = MC[1] = 0.

Assume that for all i ≤ m−1, we have MC[i] = R(i). We
need to prove that MC[m] = R(m). Because the ordering
is x1 < . . . < xn, we know that var(m) < var(low(m))
and var(m) < var(high(m)), hence low(m) < m and
high(m) < m that results in MC[low(m)] = R(low(m)) and
MC[high(m)] = R(high(m)). Suppose that 〈xvar(m)〉 = 0,
so we have t(m) = high(m) and consequently

C(m, child(m)) =
{
c[var(m)] for child(m) = high(m)
0 otherwise .

From the algorithm, we know that:

MC[m] = min(MC[low(m)],MC[high(m)] + c[var(m)])
= min(R(low(m)), R(high(m)) + c[var(m)])
= min
child(m)

{R(child(m)) + C(m, child(m))}

= R(m)

The last equality is a result of Equation (3).
Similarly for 〈xvar(m)〉 = 1, it can be proved that

MC[m] = R(m).
Because the MinCostPath algorithm includes a loop

that iterates Size(B) times, the algorithms complexity is
O(Size(B)).

D. Variable Ordering and Reasoning Algorithm Performance

The runtime efficiency of the MinCostPath algorithm is
determined by the size of the meta-policy BDD (i.e., number
of nodes), whereas the performance of the other two reasoning
algorithms (viz FindPath and GreedyPath ) is determined by
the number of variables. Hence, keeping the BDD manageably
small is important for the runtime efficiency of MinCostPath.
Moreover, keeping the BDD small is critical in terms of the
required memory capacity when implementing the proposed
policy reasoner in practice. It is well known that the variable
ordering has a significant impact on the size of a BDD [2].
Finding an optimal variable ordering is an NP-hard problem
[14]. An optimal variable ordering results in the smallest
BDD size. A good variable ordering can lead to a smaller
BDD and faster runtime, whereas a bad ordering can lead
to an exponential growth in the size of the BDD. For ex-
ample, if we use the variable ordering x1 < x3 < . . . <
x2n−1 < x2 < x4 < . . . < x2n for the Boolean function
f(x1, . . . , x2n) = x1x2 + x3x4 + . . . + x2n−1x2n, the BDD
needs 2n+1 nodes to represent the function. However, using
the ordering x1 < x2 < x3 < x4 < . . . < x2n−1 < x2n, the
BDD consists of only 2n nodes.

Fortunately, spectrum access policies have a certain property
that enables us to find an optimal variable ordering in an
efficient manner when building a BDD representation of a
spectrum access policy1.

Property 2: The Boolean function representation of a single
cognitive radio policy is a read-once function.
Read-once functions are Boolean functions in which each
variable occurs exactly once.

Formally, a read-once function can be defined as fol-
lows. The function f(x1, . . . , xn) is a read-once Boolean
function if either (i) n = 1 and f(x1) = x1; or (ii)
f(x1, . . . , xn) = g(x1, . . . , xk) ◦ h(xk+1, . . . , xn), where ◦
is a binary operation and f and g are read-once Boolean
functions. In [19], the authors proposed an algorithm with
complexity O(n) that computes the optimal variable ordering
for read-once functions. Using a variable ordering prescribed

1This observation is based on the spectrum access policies presented in the
various literature on dynamic spectrum access. Even if a given policy does
not have the property specified in Property 2, it can be readily modified to
have such a property.



by this algorithm results in a BDD with O(nβ) nodes, where
β = log3+

√
5

4 ' 1.19424. Hence, the size of an MTBDD
representing a single individual policy is always polynomial
with respect to the number of variables. However, when
multiple policies are merged into one, the resulting merged
policy is likely to not satisfy Property 2. Fortunately, our
experience with spectrum access policies indicates that the size
of the BDD representation of merged policies is polynomial
in most cases. We have conducted an experiment to observe
the size of the merged policies with respect to the number of
variables and the result is shown in Fig. 8. The figure’s result
coincides with our conjecture. In [9], the authors observed that
while in the worst case, the number of nodes in an MTBDD is
exponential in the number of variables, in practice, the number
of nodes is often polynomial or even linear.

As mentioned previously, our policy reasoner can use one
of two reasoning algorithms for computing the opportunity
constraints for an invalid transmission request—these algo-
rithms are GreedyPath and MinCostPath. The complexity of
the GreedyPath Algorithm is O(n), where n is the num-
ber of variables, so the variable ordering does not affect
the performance of this algorithm. The complexity of the
MinCostPath algorithm is O(Size(B)), where Size(B) is
the number of nodes in the BDD, so the variable ordering
impacts the performance of this algorithm. It is obvious that
if Size(B) >> n, MinCostPath is much slower than Greedy-
Path . Recall that MinCostPath computes a set of optimal
opportunity constraints, whereas GreedyPath computes a set
of suboptimal opportunity constraints. Therefore, the Reasoner
needs to make an appropriate tradeoff between execution speed
and optimality of the opportunity constraints when considering
which reasoning algorithm to employ.

To make the aforementioned tradeoff, the Reasoner may
adopt an algorithm that uses a pre-determined threshold to
decide which reasoning algorithm to employ. One such algo-
rithm is specified in Algorithm 4. This algorithm instructs the
Reasoner to use the GreedyPath algorithm when the size of
the meta-policy BDD is greater or equal to the threshold, η,
and instructs the Reasoner to use the MinCostPath algorithm
otherwise. One would need to determine the threshold value
based on a cognitive radio’s processing capability and memory
capacity.

Algorithm 4 Hybrid Algorithm
Input: BDD, η
Output: Path

if (Size(B) ≥ η) then
Use GreedyPath

else
4: Use MinCostPath

end if

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We implemented a policy reasoner in Java. The policy
reasoner has the following four modules: Policy Converter

module, Policy Merger module, Transmission Request Inter-
preter module and Policy Reasoner module. As part of our
future work, we plan to add the Policy Preprocessor module.

The processing tasks performed by the policy reasoner can
be divided into two types: offline tasks and online tasks. These
two types of processing tasks are described below.
• Offline tasks: Offline tasks can be carried out while

initializing the radio or whenever the radio downloads
a new policy and hence we consider the processing
involved in this module to be less time critical. Converting
the policies and creating the meta-policy BDD are from
this type.

• Online tasks: Online tasks are time critical and affect the
performance of policy reasoner. Interpreting transmission
requests and reasoning are from this type.

For the purpose of evaluation we generated frequency, time
and radio location dependent SWRL policies. The number
of policies was varied from five to fifty while varying the
number of variables (or AEs) in each of the policies from five
to twenty. The experiments were conducted on Intel Core 2
CPU 1.86GHz machine with 3GB RAM.

A. Offline Processing

Three tasks in the policy reasoner carried out offline:
converting the SWRL policies into Boolean functions using the
JDOM parser (parsing), converting the Boolean functions into
MTBDDs and generating the meta-policy BDD by merging
the individual MTBDDs.
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Fig. 6. Offline processing time vs. number of AEs

Fig. 6 shows the performance of offline tasks in a semi-
logarithmic format. In this figure we plot the time taken to
parse a policy into a Boolean function, build an MTBDD from
the Boolean function and then combine this MTBDD with the
existing meta-policy BDD. The curve with the triangle markers
shows the time taken by the policy converter module to parse
a policy when the number of AEs is varied from 5 to 20;
the curve with the circle markers shows the cumulative time



taken till the generation of the MTBDD; the curve with the
square markers demonstrates the cumulative time taken till
the combination of the MTBDD with the existing meta-policy
BDD. This figure also shows the relative performance of the
components of the offline section. We can see from the figure
that the parsing a policy and merging it with the meta-policy
BDD take polynomial time while generating the MTBDD is
exponential in time.

B. Online Processing

The time taken for reasoning and returning the constraints
depends on the number of AEs in the policies and the type
and complexity of the policies that have been used to create
the meta-policy BDD. In order to evaluate the performance
of the Reasoner, we divided the policies into two sets—viz
homogeneous permissive policies and heterogeneous policies.
The first set contains only permissive policies while the second
set contains permissive as well as prohibitive policies.

We observed that in general, the type of policies that
need to be merged affects the size of the meta-policy BDD.
Specifically, the merging of homogeneous policies results in a
smaller meta-policy BDD as compared to the size of the meta-
policy BDD resulting from merging heterogeneous policies.
Fig. 8 shows the relation between the size of the meta-policy
BDD (i.e., number of nodes) and the total number of AEs in
the policies used to create the meta-policy BDD. From the
figure, we can observe that the size of the meta-policy BDD
is polynomial in the number of AEs. This result is consistent
with the authors’ observation given in [9] in which the authors
stated that while in the worst case, the size of an MTBDD is
exponential in the number of variables, in practice, the size is
often polynomial or even linear.
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Fig. 7. Size of meta-policy BDD vs. number of AEs

Fig. 9 shows the time required for the online processing
tasks. From the figure, we can observe that executing the
online processing tasks for the set of heterogeneous policies
takes significantly more time compared to executing the same
tasks for the homogeneous policies.
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Fig. 8. Online processing time for (a) homogeneous and (b) heterogeneous
policies

Fig. 10 compares the running time of the reasoning algo-
rithms, GreedyPath and MinCostPath. The results were ob-
tained from running these two algorithms on 30 heterogeneous
policies.

VI. RELATED WORK

In the past few years, a significant amount of work on
spectrum access policies and policy-based cognitive radios
has been carried out by various research groups in industry
and academia, some of them sponsored by DARPA’s XG and
Wireless Network After Next (WNaN) programs.

In [7], Feeney et al. propose the management and adminis-
tration of dynamic spectrum access policies via a community-
based method. The authors examine the practical issues
of administrating a multi-organizational policy management
system through an analysis of the interactions between the
existing components of a case study. Their work takes a step
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towards solving the problem of mapping policies onto complex
organizational settings that are likely to emerge in the dynamic
spectrum access domain.

Under the auspices of DARPA’s XG program, SRI Inter-
national [5] [20] and Shared Spectrum Company [16] [17]
have been developing policy-based spectrum access control
systems. One of the core components of these systems is
the policy reasoner. In field demonstrations, they showed that
declarative spectrum management is operationally feasible as
the field tested radios were making correct runtime decisions
on restricting spectrum access based on stakeholder’s require-
ments [16], [5]. However, the demonstrations also illustrated
that the policy reasoner can incur significant memory overhead
and processing delay unless the design and implementation
of it is optimized to reduce such overhead. In light of the
complexity of the policies, the dynamic nature of spectrum
availability, and the required rapid spectrum evacuation time,
it is evident that more research is needed in the design of more
sophisticated policy reasoners.

VII. CONCLUSION

Policy-based spectrum access—which decouples spectrum
policies from device-specific implementations—has several
advantages over direct-encoding of spectrum policies onto
radios, including increased flexibility in regulating dynamic
spectrum access. Policy reasoning is a key ingredient in policy-
based spectrum access. In this paper, we described the design
and implementation of a novel policy reasoner. The proposed
policy reasoner uses multi-terminal binary decision diagrams
(MTBDDs) to represent, interpret, and process policies in
an efficient manner. It uses a set of efficient graph-theoretic
algorithms to translate policies into MTBDDs, merge policies
into a single meta-policy, and compute opportunity constraints.
The proposed policy reasoner has the capability to process
either under-specified or invalid transmission requests sent by
the system strategy reasoner. We have also proposed three dif-
ferent graph-based algorithms for computing the opportunity

constraints. In this paper, we have demonstrated that spectrum
access policies can be processed efficiently by converting the
policy reasoning problem into a graph-based Boolean function
manipulation problem. Our work takes a small step forward
in addressing the problem of designing policy reasoners that
can correctly process complex policies while satisfying the
stringent spectrum access control requirements of the spectrum
stakeholders.
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